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Preliminary :Report on Crevasses 

Gene:ra1 Information 

A crevasse is a deep crevice or fissure i.n the snow or ice of a glacier. Crevasses are formed by tensional. forces which exceed the breaking strength of the snow or ice. These tensional forces are usually due to differential movement within the glacier. 

Crevasses ma.y be divtded into several types 1)ased on tl1eir positi ,and orientation. The most common of these is the transverse crevasse, which occurs at right angles to the direction of flow of a glacier. Also cormnon is the longitudinal crevasse, which parallels the flow. The radial crevasse is a kind of longitudinal crevasse which occurs where the flow of the glac:ler becomes less cil\,Ustricted and the glacier Spreads out laterally. ?ta.dial crevasses are 3'rominent near the snouts of "expanded foot'' glaciers. MargL1a2 crevasses, which occur along the edges of valley glaciers, are also common. They point diagonally upstream toward the centers of the glaciers at angles approximating 45°. Any of the above types may be rotated slightly from its ;:-;riginal 0rientation by the flow of the glac:l.er. Often two or more types of crevasses will intersect each other, creating a rnultiple crevasse system with intersecting patterns. 

Another type of crevasse that may be encountered on valley glaciers is the bergschrund. Bergschrunds are generally formed near the valley wall by the moving ice (includes ice and/ or snow) pulling away from the stationar,r ice •.mchored to the rock of' the wall. Since the glacier movGs down as well as away, the upper lip of a bergschruna. is generally higher than the lower, making crossing difficult. 

Size and Shspe of Crevasses 

Different crevasses naturally vary considerably in size and shape. The most reliable observations "i.ndicate that the deepest crevasses range from 100 to 150 feet deep. Most ·Jre-rasses are less tha.n 100 feet deep and many reach to less than 50 feet. The width of crevasses may vary from a few inches to 40 or 50 feet. In the ablation zone of a glacier (area in which melting exceeds the snowfall) newly fo;rmed crevasses are generally "V" shaped. As these crcrasses move down glacier, they often lose this "V" shape because of melting bacl\. of the walls dwing the summer, as illustrated in these 
sketche:J: 
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The -::x:ampl~ s~1uvm tn skeTch ·'!, is particularly common near the snouts o!' 
.slaciers :!n temperat<-:: areas. 

Grevasses formeci.. in th~ accumulation zone of' a glacier (area in 
'1ihJ.ch snow:f'o.11 exceed.s the ·ioss by melting) are s. little more cemplex. 
Heavily bridged during the winter, ·the upper portion of these crevasses are 
shaped likE: inverted "V's.'' Thu~ they attain their maximum width several 
feet below the surface, as shown in Figure 1 of SIFRE manual: Travel and 
Rescue in Crevassed Areas. Such crevasses ar6 extremely dangerous because 
their maximum width is not clearly defined at the surface. Thus they pres1.:nt 
overhanging lips that are usually structurally weak. The difference betwe~.:~1 
the width of the opening at the surface in such a crevasse and the max:imum 
width at depth depends on the rate at which the crevasse continues to open 
after the first season in which it is covered by a snow bridge. 

Mechanics of Crevasse Formation 

It appears that open cracks or crevasses are only formed norme.1 to 
tensional stresses which exceed the ultimate strength of the ice. The 
positiou ~nd type of crevasses in moving ice confined by walls (valley 
glaciers and ice cap outlet glaciers) are controlled by the velocity profile, 
which in turn is determined by the bottom profile and thickness. 

If e~ch particle of ice moves with constant velocity, only marginal 
crevasses occur. This is caused by tensions set up obliquely to the flow 
direction owing to o. shear couple caused by the drag of the valley wo.11. 
Marginal crevasses often tulgl.e about 45° up glacier from the margin, but this 
angle may be increased by rotation due to the faster flow in the ~enter. 
Complete closure may occur a.s the normal to the crevasse approaches the 
compressional component of the shear couple. New cracks ma.y be formed across 
the old ones at angles near 9oc. 

Transverse crevasses occur where the particles increase in veJ.ocity. 
causing tension parallel to the direction of flow. These crevasses usually 
occur where the slope increases in the flow direction. 

Longitudinal crevasses occur where ice can spread laterally. 
Likely locu.t:l.ons :t'or these crevasses are below valley constrictions or near 
the terminus. Radial crevasses are caused by diverging flow lines or radial 
spreading. They might 'best be classified as longitudinal crevasses, because 
they are parallel to the directj.on of flow in the sector in which they a.re 
loc.ated. Radial crevasses a.re found on piedmont glo.ciers and ice caps. 

Crevasses on Ice Caps 

OnJ.y radial crevasses a.re to be expected on an ice cap where the 
surface velocities are constant. Near the margins of large ice caps, these 
crevasses may be far a.po.rt because of the smn.J.l divergence of the flow lines. 
The probable J.ocntion of longitudino.l or radial crc;vn.sses is more difficult 
to estimate from surface features. Uneven bed.rock configuration disturbs 
the reguln.rity of the crevasse pattern. In unchA.rted areas where crevasse 
detection is important, nothing is known concerning the depth or bedrock 
configuration. 
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From lami.n~r-f·~ow st1;/l.fos ln hydrodynamics, surface velocity nhould 
vary with the cho.ngt: in slope and ~.,rith the square of the thickness of the ice. 
Therefore crevasses on an ice cap are to be expected where the surfaee ~lope 
increases in the direction of flow. In other words, one does not neceirnarily 
expect to f'ind crevasses on the steepest slope but in the regions neo.r the 
t.!ha.nge i.n slope. They also may be found where the thickness increases in 
the direction of flow. This conttition requires a. greater bottom slope than 
surface slope in the flow direction and appears unlikely on an ice cap. 
It may appear that crevasses on a constant slope can be explained by an 
increase in thickness, but under most conditions thinner ice at lower velocity 
cannot continuously supply an area of thicker high velocity ice. This 
condition is possible only where snow fall can mnke up the deficit to maintain 
the thicker, higher-velocity section. 

Detection of Crevasses 

Crevasse fields can usually be spotted from the uir or on aerial 
photographs. In the firn region, or during the winter in any area, crevasses 
may be bridged and covered by snow. Badly crevassed 9.re:;i.s mo.y still be 
recognized, as a few bridges usually collapse or sng, forming trench-like 
features. When the observer is on the surface, crevasses can often be spotted 
by these lung depressions. 

Covered crevasses in the fi~n area of temperate glaciers may also 
have o. line of vertical ice columns (sometimes called firn pipes) along the 
bridge. These columns are usually of coarse-grained ice and protrude one or 
more inches above the general surface level, forming a. long line of rounded 
bumps. These may be difficult to see under flat lighting conditions~ 

The problem of detecting covered crevasses probably will be aided 
some day by geophysical devices. 



APPENDIX 

Crevasse Accidents 

by 
Fred Small 

Snow and Ice Bo.sic Research Branch 

The eight accidents reported here serve as a warning to troops wl.,) a.re working in crevassed regions. Most of the accidents involved experfoI:. .. 
mountaineers who were familio.r with the hazards of treacherous snow and ice 
conditions. Though abbrievated, these reports, taken from the files of the 
American Alpine Club Safety Committee, and other wellknown sources, give 
the obvious clue to the accident, namely, being unroped while in a dangerous area. 

These eight accidents should rightly take their place in the hist.)rJ of crevasse mishaps, starting with the first loss of life in Greenland in 1746. A book, by Johan Anderson, printed in Ha.mbuxg, relate:J the to.le of a. 
ship captain who, after trying all means to penetrate the inlnnd ice of 
Greenland, finally gave up when one of h:Ls sai1urs sank down before his eyes~ where he could hear his cries but do noth:~ng to reach him. 

1. Northern Cascades, Washington: Mt. Rainier. A duo.l accident occurred in 
early summer of 1948. J. H. Hagood was crossing a 6-foot snow bridge which 
collapsed. He wao precipitated into the crevo.soe and buried under the snow. He ·wns unconscious when rescued, minutes later, ·0ut promptly regained 
conscio1;sness. Apparently at this time, one of tht.; rescuers (M. Gilber, a 
mem'ter of the climbing party) slipped into o. crev~sse and suffered o. broken 
ankle. He was rescued. A summer blizzard wns in full swing o.t the time. 
'rhe newspaper account mo.ken no mention of a rope or whether the mishaps 
~)ccurred on nn ascent or d0sce;:1t. 

2. Northern Casca~es, Washington: Mt. St. Helens. On 10 August 1948, L. W. Taylor (55) and two companions were climbing without rope. Taylor slipped 
and slid about 200 feet, then fell 50 feet into o.. crevasse nnd was killed. 

3. Olymp~.cs, '\\'ushington: Mt. Ander.:;on. On 4- September 1940, a party of 
five crossed the Anderson Glacier to approach the mountain. Observing the 
time (3:00 P.M.), they decided to return. Two members, Nece o.nd McMilan, descended by a snow finger, while the other three descended by the rocks. 
Nece had gone down only about 10 feet when he realized that he was in a 
dangerous spot. Attempting to retrace his steps, he lost his footing and 
fell forwards, sliding about 100 feet down the snow and off into the 20-foot 
bergschrund between the snow finger and the rocks. 

4. Antarctic: December 14, 1912. Xavier Mertz, a Swiss mountain climber 
and ski champion with years of mountaineering experience in the Alps, was 
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acting 1:1,s f'orerurua.er for a party of three, going ahead on skis and probing 
with ski. pole for crevasses. Mert~ held up his ski pole, indieo.t.ing ti. 

crevasse. The :party stopped. Sir Douglas Mawson was surprfoed; he had 
thought this was an area of neve, crevasse-free, He turned around t~ warn 
Lt. B. E. S. Ninnis, 23 •..• there was nothing in sight. Ninnis, his sledge, 
and his entire terun had vanished completely. Cautiously app~ouching the 
12-foot hole, Mawson eased himself gently to the edge. The only si~ns were 
the faint moaning of a dog, and the tattered remains of a tent on a ledge 
150 feet down. 

S. Greenland: November 29-30, 1942. Lt. Max Demorest and S/Sgt Don TetlcJ 
were on their way to rescue a stranded B-17 in a heavny crevassed region 
115 miles inland from the east coast of Greenland. Because of the severe 
crevassing in the area, they left their sleds and reached the plane about 
midnight. They returned for the sleds, about a mile away, and started back 
to the plane. About a hundred yards from the plane, Demorest started to 
swing wide to bring the sled about in the right direction, since it is diffi
cult to turn a sled after it freezes in the snow, He had gone but a few yard, 
when, without warning, he suddenly crashed through and disappeared, sled and 
all, into the depths of a crevasse. All rescue attempts failed and he was 
never seen again. 

6. Po.lmer-Lo.nd, Antarctic: August 1947. H. C. Peterson, 23, skiing back 
to camp with a companion, skied into a crevasse. Bouncing from wall to wall~ 
he ended wedged heo.d down, arms pinned to rri.s side, llC fe·~t beneath the 
glacier's surface. Eleven hours later he was rescued, safe and unharmed. 

7. Greenland: August 14, 1951. While le~ding a party travelling eastward 
in weasels, Mr. Alain Joset, Scientific Ch.i.ef of the French Polar Expedition 
of Paul-Emile Victor, detected a crevasse field 68 miles west of Mount Forel. 
The rest of the po.rty halted their vehicles while Joset and a Danish engineer 
Mr. Jens Jo.r1, turned their vehicle around, crossed po.ro.llel over a hidden 
crevasse and plunged to their deaths a hundred feet down. The vehicle was 
wedged o.nd crushed. o.t the bottom. Ner.rly a year later, a similar accident 
occurred to the Simpson expedition, f:i.ve hundred miles north, but with a 
more fortunate outcome. The two men who plunged through this crevasse had 
their seat belts fastened and luckily came out unharmed. 

8. Washington, Mt, St. Helens: On May J.8, 1952, a. party of four with 
limitecl mount[i.ineering experience, gro.dua.tes of the elementary ciimbing 
course of the Seattle Mountaineers, were on a. descent. Two were on skis and 
two followed on foot, unroped. At 12:30 P.M., Arthur Jessett (20), who was 
carrying the only rope, stepped into -1. blind crevasse and fell out of sight 
under a curved profile. He was o.:p:po.rcntly in good condi.tJ.on except for 
bruises and talked cheerfully with the remn.ining members of his party. The 
skiers went for help, while eight people (nearby climbing po.rties) hovered 
around the crevasse. Eventuo.lly rope was procured, the hc·le enlarged, L1.nd 
a man was J.et dc1wn 80 feet into the crevasse. Hen.ring muffled groc.ns but 
unable tl) see C'r locnte their source, the man asked to be let down a few feet 
more. He wrt.s informed th'l.t there was no more :rope, and was hauled to the 
surfn.ce. After considerable discussion, the rescue po.rty broke up wlth some 
dj3agrcement; finally all the vo.rious members retreated down the mountain. 
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Jcssett'~ body wo.~ recovered by a competent resuce party the next day. 

ThG accident happened at 12:30. The forest service and the p!.\rents 
were notified a.t about 2:30. The access hole was enlarged about 5:00. Th': 
rescue attempt was abandoned about 7:00 P.M. Although the ropes procured :· ': 
the original rescue attempt were worn, subseq_uent exo.minc.tion revealed tho;C. 
EI'rIIBR of these ropes would have sufficed, and tied end to end prov:ided 
200 feet of rope. 
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